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[1] Two large-scale cross-hole pumping tests were conducted at depths of 191–226 m
and 662–706 m in deep boreholes at the Mizunami Underground Research Laboratory
(MIU) construction site in central Japan. During these two tests, induced
groundwater responses were monitored at many observation intervals at various depths in
different boreholes at the site. We analyze the two cross-hole pumping tests using transient
hydraulic tomography (THT) based on an efficient sequential successive linear
estimator to compute the hydraulic conductivity (K) and specific storage (Ss) tomograms,
as well as their uncertainties in three dimensions. The equivalent K and Ss estimates
obtained using asymptotic analysis treating the medium to be homogeneous served as the
mean parameter estimates for the 3-D stochastic inverse modeling effort. Results show
several, distinct, high K and low Ss zones that are continuous over hundreds of meters,
which appear to delineate fault zones and their connectivity. The THT analysis of the tests
also identified a low K zone which corresponds with a known fault zone trending NNW
and has been found to compartmentalize groundwater flow at the site. These results
corroborate well with observed water level records, available fault information, and
coseismic groundwater level responses during several large earthquakes. The successful
application of THT to cross-hole pumping tests conducted in fractured granite at this site
suggests that THT is a promising approach to delineate large-scale K and Ss
heterogeneities, fracture connectivity, and to quantify uncertainty of the estimated fields.
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1. Introduction

[2] The accurate prediction of fluid flow and radionuclide
transport in the subsurface is critical in the design of high-
level nuclear waste repositories. Geologic formations of low
hydraulic conductivity (K) of igneous origins (e.g., crystal-
line rocks such as granite, basalt, tuffs, etc.) have been
suggested as suitable sites for the construction of nuclear
waste repositories in many countries. These geologic for-
mations, however, often contain interconnected fractures or
fault zones on a continuum of scales [Bonnet et al., 2001]
caused by cooling and/or tectonic processes. These fractures
strongly affect groundwater flow and contaminant transport,
as flow is predominantly carried through a limited number
of major fractures. Therefore, the accurate characterization
of the limited number of large fractures and fault zones, as
well as their connectivity is of paramount importance in

predicting the hydraulic behavior around a nuclear waste
repository.
[3] To quantitatively comprehend, describe, and predict

flow and solute transport processes in fractured geologic
media, a mathematical model is essential. Comprehensive
reviews of mathematical models of flow and transport in
fractured geologic media can be found in paper by Neuman
[1987], Bear et al. [1993], National Research Council
(NRC) [1996], Illman et al. [1998], Berkowitz [2002],
MacQuarrie and Mayer [2005], and Neuman [2005].
[4] A fractured geologic medium is a mixture of two or

more distinct populations of voids (i.e., fractures of various
sizes and the matrix pore space). In general, fractures are
highly elongated voids (open conduits), which are generally
sparsely distributed in geologic media. The matrix pore
space of geologic media, on the other hand, is an aggrega-
tion of a large number of small granular voids. Over the past
few decades, many mathematical models have emerged on
the basis of different conceptualizations of fractured geo-
logic media. For example, our inability to characterize these
two void populations in detail and the consideration of
practicality led to the creation of the equivalent porous
media concept [e.g., Bear, 1972; Peters and Klavetter,
1988; Dykhuizen, 1990; Pruess et al., 1990]. Effects of
the contrast of the two void populations and the slow
mixing process between fractures and the matrix then
necessitated the use of dual porosity/mass transfer model
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[e.g., Bibby, 1981; Moench, 1984; Zimmerman et al., 1993;
McKenna et al., 2001; Reimus et al., 2003]. In the dual
porosity model, the fracture continuum acts to conduct and
store fluids, while the matrix only stores fluids. A dual
permeability model [Duguid and Lee, 1977; Gerke and van
Genuchten, 1993a, 1993b; Wu et al., 2002; Illman and
Hughson, 2005] is used when both the fracture and matrix
continua conduct and store fluids. These models are, how-
ever, only suitable for describing or predicting the flow and
transport behavior averaged over a large volume of frac-
tured media, which often fail to meet our high-resolution
requirements with respect to contaminant transport inves-
tigations. The desire for high-resolution predictions, thus
promoted the development of discrete fracture network
models [e.g., Long et al., 1982; Schwartz et al., 1983; Smith
and Schwartz, 1984; Andersson and Dverstorp, 1987;
Dershowitz and Einstein, 1988; Dverstorp and Andersson,
1989; Cacas et al., 1990a, 1990b; Dverstrop et al., 1992;
Slough et al., 1999; Park et al., 2001a, 2001b, 2003; Darcel
et al., 2003; Benke and Painter, 2003; Cvetkovic et al.,
2004; Painter and Cvetkovic, 2005; Wellman and Poeter,
2005].
[5] The discrete fracture approach, however, demands

detailed specification of fracture geometries and spatial
distributions. Uncertainty in characterizing fractures due to
our limited characterization technologies then becomes the
logic behind the stochastic continuum concept [Neuman,
1987; Tsang et al., 1996; Di Federico and Neuman, 1998a,
1998b; Di Federico et al., 1999; Hyun et al., 2002; Ando et
al., 2003; Molz et al., 2004; Illman and Hughson, 2005].
[6] On the basis of these models, different techniques for

fractured rock characterization have evolved over the past
few decades. For example, Hsieh et al. [1985] conducted
cross-hole hydraulic tests to obtain the anisotropy of K by
treating the fractured rock to be an equivalent homogeneous
medium. Illman and Neuman [2000, 2001, 2003] and
Illman and Tartakovsky [2005a, 2005b] studied airflow in
unsaturated fractured tuffs and fracture connectivity through
cross-hole pneumatic injection tests. Vesselinov et al.
[2001a, 2001b] used a numerical inverse model to analyze
cross-hole pneumatic injection tests conducted by Illman
[1999; see also Illman et al., 1998] and showed that the
delineation of subsurface heterogeneity in both permeability
and porosity is possible through pneumatic tomography.
Several other researchers [Guimerà et al., 1995; Hsieh,
1998; Marechal et al., 2004; Martinez-Landa and Carrera,
2005; Illman and Tartakovsky, 2006] interpreted various
hydraulic tests conducted at different scales in fractured
crystalline rocks, while other researchers utilized cross-hole
flowmeter tests to characterize fractured rocks [e.g.,Williams
and Paillet, 2002; Le Borgne et al., 2006]. According to
Williams and Paillet [2002] and Le Borgne et al. [2006],
cross-hole flowmeter pulse tests define subsurface connec-
tions between discrete fractured intervals through short
periods of pumping and the corresponding monitoring of
pressure pulse propagation using a flowmeter.
[7] In an attempt to further the characterization approaches

of fractured rocks and their connectivity, Day-Lewis et al.
[2000] developed an approach which uses simulated anneal-
ing to condition geostatistical simulations of high K zones in
fractured rock to hydraulic connection data from multiple
cross-hole tests. Their approach yielded valuable insights

into the 3-D geometry of fracture zones at the USGS
Fractured Rock Hydrology Research Site (i.e., Mirror Lake
site) in New Hampshire, USA, but was based on binary
classification of K and single cutoff on connectivity. Another
limitation of their approach was that hydraulic data was not
considered during simulated annealing. This required gener-
ation of a large number of realizations to find those that
simulate head data well. Despite these limitations,Day-Lewis
et al. [2000] made significant advances in incorporating
hydraulic connectivity information into their groundwater
model.
[8] In a different study at the Mirror Lake facility,

Day-Lewis et al. [2003] demonstrated a strategy to identify
preferential flow paths in fractured rocks by combining
geophysical data and conventional hydraulic tests. In par-
ticular, these authors utilized cross-well difference attenua-
tion ground-penetrating radar to monitor saline-tracer
migration at the Mirror Lake site in New Hampshire.
Day-Lewis et al. [2006] further conducted an integrated
interpretation of field experimental cross-hole radar, tracer,
and hydraulic data at a fractured rock aquifer at the same
site and found that combining time-lapse geophysical mon-
itoring with conventional hydrologic measurements improved
the characterization of a fractured-rock aquifer.
[9] The concept of connectivity including its meaning as

well as measurement techniques and modeling approaches
are still under considerable debate [e.g., Knudby and Carrera,
2005, 2006; Neuman, 2005; Illman, 2004, 2005, 2006]. Many
of the aforementioned studies, nonetheless, highlight the
importance of connectivity of fractures and other geologic
features. In terms of flow, the presence of well-connected
fractured rocks could mean significant groundwater resour-
ces. In terms of groundwater quality, connectivity of fractures
can determine the extent of groundwater contamination. In
addition, fracture connectivity also plays an important role on
our scientific understanding of flow and transport in fractured
rocks. For example, Illman [2004] compared permeability
estimates obtained from single-hole pneumatic injection tests
conducted at various scales (0.5, 1, 2, 3, and 20-m scales) in
single boreholes at the Apache Leap Research Site (ALRS) in
central Arizona, USA and discovered that the permeability
(k) scale effect previously observed by others [Illman et al.,
1998; Illman and Neuman, 2001, 2003; Vesselinov et al.,
2001b;Hyun et al., 2002] was suppressed. At theALRS, the k
scale effect was previously observed through the comparison
of k estimates from single-hole and cross-hole tests. Illman
[2004] reasoned that suppression of k scale effect within a
single borehole was due to limited fracture connectivity near
the injection interval during single-hole tests.
[10] Illman [2006] then showed a strong evidence of a

k scale effect through the steady state interpretation of cross-
hole pneumatic injection tests alone (i.e., without the com-
parison of cross-hole k estimates to those from single-hole
tests). He reasoned that a more credible evidence for a k scale
effect can be obtained from a single test type instead of
comparing k estimates from various measurement techni-
ques (i.e., core versus slug versus single-hole versus cross-
hole tests). The other new discovery was the concept of
directional k scale effect in which the k increases in certain
directions but not in others. These observations led Illman
[2006] to hypothesize that the k scale effect is controlled by
the connectivity of fluid conducting fractures, which also
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increases with scale, but its connectivity varies directionally.
He further reasoned that his hypothesis is consistent with
existing scaling theories in fracture connectivity [Bour and
Davy, 1998; Darcel et al., 2003], although subsurface
fracture connectivity in three dimensions could not be
measured directly with presently available techniques with-
out destroying the geologic medium. Illman [2006] then
concluded that the estimation of connectivity of flowing
fractures should be possible through hydraulic and pneu-
matic tomography (HT and PT, respectively) [e.g., Gottlieb
and Dietrich, 1995; Butler et al., 1999; Vasco et al., 2000;
Yeh and Liu, 2000; Vesselinov et al., 2001a, 2001b; Bohling
et al., 2002; Hendricks Franssen and Gómez-Hernández,
2002; Brauchler et al., 2003; McDermott et al., 2003; Zhu
and Yeh, 2005, 2006; Illman et al., 2007, 2008; Liu et al.,
2007; Li et al., 2007, 2008].
[11] Promising results showing the effectiveness of HT

have been recently published. For example, using sandbox
experiments and an HT analysis algorithm (sequential
successive linear estimator, sequential successive linear
estimator (SSLE) by Yeh and Liu [2000], Liu et al. [2002]
demonstrated that steady state HT (SSHT) is an effective
technique for depicting the K heterogeneity with only a
limited number of invasive observations. While HT remains
to be fully assessed in the field, there are some additional
encouraging results from recent sandbox experiments [Illman
et al., 2007, 2008; Liu et al., 2007]. In particular, Liu et al.
[2007] recently demonstrated that not only did transient HT
(THT) identify the pattern of the K heterogeneity, but also
the variation of Ss values in the sandbox. More interestingly,
the estimated fields from THT successfully predicted the
observed drawdown as a function of time of an independent
aquifer test [Liu et al., 2007].

[12] In the field, a recent application of THT to a well
field at Montalto Uffugo Scalo, Italy produced an estimated
transmissivity field that is deemed consistent with the
geology of the site [Straface et al., 2007]. Likewise, a HT
based on steady shape analysis [Bohling et al., 2002] was
tested in the field by Bohling et al. [2007]. Hao et al. [2008]
recently applied HT to a synthetically generated fractured
rock and found that HT is effective in imaging the fractures
zones, connectivities and their uncertainties if multiple
pumping tests and observation data are available. HT thus
appears to be a potentially viable high-resolution aquifer
and fractured media characterization technology.
[13] The main objective of this paper is to apply the

developed THT data analysis algorithm of Zhu and Yeh
[2005] to two cross-hole pumping tests conducted at the
Mizunami Underground Research Laboratory (MIU) con-
struction site in central Japan to demonstrate the potential
utility of the HT survey concept as well as the algorithm
for characterizing fracture distribution, connectivity, their
hydraulic parameters (K and Ss) and corresponding uncer-
tainty estimates. Success of this application, may promote
the use of hydraulic and other types of tomographic surveys
(e.g., pneumatic and tracer) for mapping fractures and their
connectivities as well as their uncertainties in both saturated
and unsaturated geologic media.

2. Site Description

2.1. Site Location Description

[14] The Mizunami Underground Research Laboratory
(MIU) is located in Mizunami, in the central part of the
main island (Honshu) of Japan. The site has been operated
by the Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) since 2002.

Figure 1. Conceptual diagram showing the boreholes, the pumped and observation intervals as well as
the local geology (after S. Takeuchi et al., unpublished data, 2007). The dashed curves approximately
delineate contact among various geologic units.
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Currently, the underground research facility is under con-
struction for deep subsurface scientific investigations. Two
1,000-m deep shafts and several drifts are currently being
excavated for geoscientific research as well as development
and assessment of deep subsurface engineering techniques.
JAEA is carrying out a wide range of research in an effort to
build a firm scientific and technological basis for geological
disposal of high-level nuclear waste.

2.2. Site Geology and Investigations

[15] The MIU site lies at the border of Cretaceous
plutonic rocks of the Ryoke Belt and Mesozoic sedimentary
rock of the Mino Belt. The research galleries of the MIU are
being constructed in the Cretaceous Toki Granite, which
forms the basement complex in the area as shown in a
conceptual cross-sectional view of the site (Figure 1; see
Figure 2 for the location of the cross section). The site
geology consists of the Miocene Mizunami sedimentary
rock sequence and the underlying Toki granite. The Miz-
unami Group is divided into Akeyo Formation, Hongo
Formation (AK/HG in Figure 1) and Toki Lignite–bearing
Formation (TK in Figure 1). The Akeyo and Hongo For-
mations are at the top and composed of tuffaceous sandstone,
mudstone, granular conglomerate and basal conglomerate.

The Toki Lignite–bearing Formation is mainly composed
of muddy sandstone, tuffaceous sandstone, granular con-
glomerate, lignite and basal conglomerate at the bottom
[Itoigawa, 1980]. The contact between the Hongo forma-
tion and the Toki Lignite–bearing formation is conceptu-
alized to be a flow barrier. Toki Granite, which underlies
the Toki Lignite–bearing formation, is composed of
coarse-to-medium-grained biotite granite. The granite is
highly fractured at depths between 300–500 m with dips
of fractures that are less than 30 degrees. Beneath the
highly fractured domain (upper highly fractured domain:
UHFD in Figure 1) is a granitic body which is less
fractured (lower sparsely fractured domain: LSFD in
Figure 1), which is known to extend to large depths.
Previous research and geological investigations at the site
have shown that there are low-angle fracture zones (LAFZ in
Figure 1) within the UHFD. In addition, there is evidence of
the existence of various flow barriers (fault zones) including
a prominent one that runs through the site oriented North-
North-West (NNW) designated as fault IF_SB3_02.
[16] Within the MIU construction site boundary, numer-

ous lineaments and potential fracture zones have been
identified through lineament and seismic surveys. Figure 2
shows a plan view of the site map with the locations of the

Figure 2. Map of lineament and faults obtained on the basis of the lineament and seismic surveys in the
vicinity of the MIU site, where borehole locations as well as the location of the main shafts (MS) and
ventilation shafts are shown. IF_SB3_02 is a fault that has been found to act as a flow barrier, and its
location is indicated with arrows. The dashed line depicts the cross section of Figure 1.
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boreholes, the locations of the main (MS) and ventilation
shafts (VS), and the approximate extent of fault IF_SB3_02.
In particular, this fault was recognized during early site
mapping at a roadside outcropping and at a preexisting
underground tunnel network as being potentially significant
to groundwater flow because of the occurrence of fault
gouge. The fault appears to be a normal fault, dipping
approximately 85 degrees with about one meter of vertical
displacement observed at the road cut, while the lateral
displacement is unknown at this time. It has been inter-
sected by borehole MSB-3 and by the main shaft. The fault
has not been located in the northwest edge of the site. This
fault can be seen to effectively compartmentalize the site
into northeast and southwest regions. The hydrogeologic
characteristics of these lineaments and faults, including
those for fault IF_SB3_02, are largely unknown.

2.3. Description of Boreholes at the Site

[17] There are 7 vertical and slanted boreholes (MIZ-1,
DH-2, DH-15, MSB-1, MSB-2, MSB-3, MSB-4, see
Figure 2) in the area, in which various hydraulic tests have
been conducted to date. The deep MIZ-1 borehole (1,300 m)
was drilled to investigate the geological conditions at large
depths. In addition, the site consists of 100 to 200-m long
shallow boreholes (MSB-1 � MSB-4) which penetrate the
shallower sedimentary layers, but not the deeper granite.
Additional off-site boreholes DH-2 and DH-15 were drilled
to investigate the regional hydrogeology [Power Reactor
and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation, 1997]. In
particular, DH-2 is situated on the southern boundary of
the site with a depth of 500 m [Doughty et al., 2005].
Borehole DH-15 is situated approximately 500 m southeast
from the site, completed to a depth of 1,000 m. Previous
research utilizing these boreholes has revealed the presence
of the IF_SB3_02 fault. This fault has shown to abruptly
change the groundwater pressures in the subsurface across
the fault boundary, which has led Kumazaki et al. [2003] and
Salden et al. [2005] to posit the presence of a low hydraulic
conductivity barrier (LKB).
[18] Boreholes MSB-1, -2 and -4 were drilled vertically

to investigate the properties of the sedimentary formations
and top of the granite located within the MIU construction
site boundary. They were drilled using continuous coring
methods to the top of the granite. Borehole MSB-3 is an
inclined borehole oriented to intersect a fault that had been
identified by surface mapping and geophysical surveying.
The fault was encountered at a depth of 87.7 to 92.2 m. At
this location, the fault core is 0.3 m in width and consists of
gouge and fault breccias [Kumazaki et al., 2003].

2.4. Borehole Instrumentation

[19] The boreholes used in this study were instrumented
with multilevel monitoring systems. Where the multilevel
monitoring system separates a borehole into five isolated
intervals, we append to the borehole designation a suffix 1,
2,. . .5 to identify the various intervals, i.e., MSB1–1,
MSB1–2,. . ., and MSB1–5. We note that the higher the
suffix number, the deeper the observation interval. For
example, the borehole interval monitored by MSB1–1
ranges from 66.6–116.5 mbgs, while for MSB1–5, the
interval ranges from 196.2–201.2 mbgs.
[20] The four MSB series wells were instrumented with

MP Systems1 manufactured by Westbay Instruments Inc.

Monitoring wells MSB-1 and MSB-3 were instrumented
with pressure transducers and data loggers. Groundwater
pressures (and barometric pressure) have been recorded
since December 2002 from a total of 12 monitoring zones
in these two wells. Data were recorded typically once every
5 min to 30 min. Monitoring wells MSB-2 and MSB-4 were
primarily water sampling wells, but have had pressure
measured with a manually deployed pressure probe approx-
imately monthly. The monitoring systems of these monitor-
ing wells are a ‘‘closed system’’ with the pressure sensors
located at the monitoring zone. These closed systems result
in a very low time lag which makes the system suitable for
measuring locations with very low hydraulic conductivity.
DH-2 was instrumented with a 7-zone multilevel standpipe
monitoring system (i.e., an ‘‘open system’’) in December
2002. This was replaced in November 2004, with a 12-zone
MP System1. DH-15 was instrumented with a 10-zone
multilevel standpipe monitoring system and data loggers.
Groundwater pressures (and barometric pressure) have been
recorded since November 2004.

3. Design of Cross-Hole Pumping Tests

[21] Two cross-hole pumping tests were conducted: one
with pumping taking place in borehole MIZ-1 at depth
intervals of 191–226 m and the other at 662–706 m, while
monitoring of water pressure took place in numerous
packed-off intervals in neighboring boreholes, DH-2,
DH-15, MSB-1 and MSB-3, which have 12, 10, 5 and
7 observation intervals respectively. These two pumping
intervals were selected because of fracture zones known
from borehole surveys intersecting them. From now on, we
refer to the pumping test at the shallower interval as test 1
and at the deeper interval as test 2. Test 1 was conducted at
the Low-Angle Fracture Zone (LAFZ), in order to estimate
the hydraulic characteristics of the LAFZ and its connec-
tivity with surrounding monitoring wells (S. Takeuchi et al.,
Study on hydrogeological conceptualization in a fractured
rock based on the cross-hole hydraulic test: Identification of
site-scale compartment structure and preferential water-
conducting feature (in Japanese), submitted to Journal of
the Japan Society of Engineering Geology, 2008). Test 2
was designed to investigate the suspected connectivity of
the large fault zone between boreholes MIZ-1 and DH-2 and
its hydraulic characteristics (S. Takeuchi et al., submitted
manuscript, 2008). Both cross-hole pumping tests utilized
instruments that are designed for high pressure conditions
at 2,000 m depth from the ground surface. Test 1 began on
14 December 2004 and lasted until 28 December 2004
with an average pumping rate of 10.8 L/min. Test 2 began
on 13 January 2005 and lasted until 28 January 2005 with
an average pumping rate of 5.2 L/min. Upon completion
of both cross-hole tests, the pressure was allowed to recover
in all intervals.
[22] Prior to the beginning of the long-term cross-hole

pumping tests, there was a concern of the invasion of the
drilling mud causing a mud cake around the pumped
intervals, thus the pumping well was developed by
performing pulse and slug tests, as well as short-term
constant rate pumping tests. The well development appears
to have removed the mud cake formed at the pumping
intervals. This is evident from the recovery of the water
levels not shown here. The pulse withdrawal and short-term
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constant rate tests completed prior to the long-term contin-
uous cross-hole pumping tests were not used in the subse-
quent analysis for this project.

4. Cross-Hole Pumping Test Results

[23] The pumped and observed packed-off intervals, as
well as subsurface geological conditions in relation to the
boreholes have been shown in Figure 1. We indicate the
observation intervals which showed a strong/clear response
through dark solid circles on Figure 1 during the two cross-
hole tests. We found that the response was on the order of
2 kPa (hydraulic head �20 cm) in many of the intervals.
Prior to the interpretation of the data, they were first
processed in order to remove Earth tide [Robinson, 1939;
Bredehoeft, 1967] as well as barometric pressure variation
effects to extract the drawdown signals due to pumping
(Figure 3).
[24] During the two pumping tests, we were able to

obtain a strong response in the deeper intervals located in
borehole MSB-1 as well as all observation intervals in
borehole DH-15. On the other hand, borehole DH-2 situated
on the west side of fault IF_SB3_02 (as well as intervals
placed above the fractured granite in the sedimentary
sequence in borehole MSB-1) did not register strong water
level variations in response to the two pumping tests while
in MSB-3, responses varied considerably.

5. Inverse Model Description

[25] This section describes our efforts on application of
the THT inverse code (Sequential Successive Linear Esti-
mator, SSLE) of Zhu and Yeh [2005] to the pumping tests
that took place at two intervals in borebole MIZ-1 and
pressure data that were collected at four surrounding bore-
holes DH-2, DH-15, MSB-1 and MSB-3.
[26] The rectangular domain shown on Figure 2 selected

for the THT analysis has x, y, z dimensions of 884 m �

392 m � 1054 m. It was discretized into 4216 elements and
5184 nodes with element dimensions of 52m� 49m� 34m.
Initial conditions were set by assuming that groundwater
was static prior to the beginning of each cross-hole test. The
top boundary was set to be a constant head boundary, while
all other boundaries were considered to be no-flow bound-
aries. Additional simulations not shown here showed that
the treatment of the side and bottom boundaries as no-flow
boundaries did not affect the inversion results significantly.
A similar conclusion was reached by Vesselinov et al.
[2001a, 2001b], but they conducted pneumatic tomography
using shallow boreholes in unsaturated fractured rocks,
which is considered to be more conductive.

5.1. Description of Model Input Parameters

[27] Inputs to the THT model include guesses for the
mean K and Ss values, estimates of variances and the
correlation scales for both parameters, volumetric discharge
(Qn) from each pumping test where n is the test number,
available point (small-scale) measurements of K and Ss, as
well as head data at various times selected from the head
time curve. Although available point (small-scale) measure-
ments of K and Ss can be input to the model, we do not use
these measurements to condition the estimated parameter
fields to test the inversion algorithm.

5.2. Hydraulic Parameters K and Ss

[28] A number of methods can be used to estimate the
mean values of K and Ss. One can set an arbitrary value that
is reasonable for the geologic medium considered or to
estimate the equivalent or effective hydraulic conductivity
(Keff) and specific storage (Sseff) for an equivalent homoge-
neous geologic medium. If there are small-scale data avail-
able, then a geometric mean of the available small-scale
data (i.e., core, slug, and single-hole data) can be calculated.
An alternative is to use the equivalent hydraulic conductiv-
ity and specific storage estimates obtained through the
analysis of cross-hole test data by treating the medium to

Figure 3. Pressure variation in an observation interval showing an example of data set prior to and after
filtering/noise removal (after S. Takeuchi et al., submitted manuscript, 2008).
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be homogeneous. We elected to utilize the geometric mean
values of equivalent K (1.0 � 10�2 m/d) and Ss (2.3 �
10�6 m�1) obtained through the asymptotic analysis [Illman
and Tartakovsky, 2006] of test 1.

5.3. Variance and Correlation Scales

[29] The variances and correlation scales of the K and
Ss fields are also required inputs to the THT model. We
obtain variance estimates from the results of the asymptotic
analysis of cross-hole test 1 (sln K

2 = 2.0 and sln Ss

2 = 0.5)
and use them as the input variances in the inverse model for
the THT analysis of tests 1 and 2. It is a well-known fact that
variance estimation always involves some uncertainty. A
previous numerical study conducted by Yeh and Liu [2000],
nevertheless, has shown that the variance has negligible
effects on the estimated K on the basis of data from HT. This
is also true for the K and Ss estimates based on data from
THT [Zhu and Yeh, 2005, 2006; Liu et al., 2007].
[30] Correlation scales represent the average size of the

dominant heterogeneity (in this case, average length of
fractures) in the geologic medium. They are often difficult
to determine accurately without a large number of hydraulic
property measurements or a detailed map of fracture distri-
bution in the medium. The correlation scales for this
investigation were approximated, on the basis of observed
lineaments, to be 50 m in both horizontal and vertical
directions, while an exponential model was assumed for
the THT analysis. While these estimates are uncertain, the

effects of uncertainty in the correlation scales on the
estimate based on the tomography are generally negligible
because a tomographic survey collects a large number of
head measurements, which already bear information of the
detailed site-specific heterogeneity [Yeh and Liu, 2000].

5.4. Transient Hydraulic Head Data

[31] Transient hydraulic head records are required for
THT. These were obtained from observation intervals that
yielded data that were not too noisy and were treated with
various error reduction schemes discussed by Illman et al.
[2007]. Briefly, the error reduction schemes consisted of
accounting for pressure transducer drift and removal of data
affected by skin effects.
[32] Selection of observation interval data for THT anal-

ysis consisted of examining the pumping records and the
corresponding changes in hydraulic head. We primarily
utilized data that showed a strong response to pumping in
MSB-3 and DH-15. Data from observation intervals in
MSB-1 and DH-2 were also utilized even if they were
considered to be weak responses to pumping, if they were
not overwhelmed by noise and if they appeared to be due to
pumping. We excluded data that did not exhibit clear
response to pumping. This was because the observation
interval data with small or zero responses were usually
overwhelmed by external factors at this site, which the
inverse model did not explicitly account for. In this inves-
tigation, inclusion of small or zero response data (i.e., low
signal-to-noise ratio) into the inverse model could have
resulted in the overinterpretation of the available data,
although others have found it to be useful because it
provides information on fracture connectivity or lack of it
[Day-Lewis et al., 2000].
[33] We also did not use data from borehole DH2 (DH2–

1 � DH2–12) from test 2 even though the intervals showed
small responses to pumping. We excluded these data to later
use it for validation purposes [e.g., Illman et al., 2007,
2008; Liu et al., 2007]. That is, the K and Ss tomograms
computed will be used to predict the drawdown responses
for intervals in borehole DH2 during test 2 to assess the
validity of the tomograms.
[34] The 3-D grid used for the inverse modeling was

designed to be relatively coarse to facilitate the efficient
computation of the tomograms while allowing for the
capturing of large-scale features at the site. This caused
some of the neighboring observation intervals to be collo-
cated in a single grid block. For example, MSB1–4 and
MSB1–5 were collocated in a single grid block. We
included data from MSB1–4, but not from MSB1–5 into
the THT analysis, because the data appeared similar for both
tests. Several other data sets from other observation inter-
vals (DH2–2, DH2–6, and DH2–8) were not included in
the THT analysis for the same reasons.
[35] After careful selection of data, we calculated draw-

down for each observation interval during a pumping test.
We then extracted 4 to 7 points to represent the entire
drawdown curve and to represent the transient behavior
thoroughly. In total, we utilized two independent cross-hole
tests which were at our disposal for the THT analysis. More
specifically, we utilized 141 drawdown records from 24
observation intervals in test 1 and 77 drawdown data from
11 observation intervals in test 2. In summary, we utilized

Table 1. Observation Intervals and the Number of Data Utilized

in THT During Cross-Hole Test 1 and 2

Observed Interval
Number of Measurements
Used in Pumping Test 1

Number of Measurements
Used in Pumping Test 2

MSB1–1 4 0
MSB1–2 0 0
MSB1–3 6 7
MSB1–4 7 7
MSB1–5 0 0
MSB3-1 0 0
MSB3-2 0 0
MSB3-3 6 0
MSB3-4 6 0
MSB3-5 6 0
MSB3-6 6 0
MSB3-7 6 0
DH2-1 6 0
DH2-2 0 0
DH2-3 6 0
DH2-4 5 0
DH2-5 6 0
DH2-6 0 0
DH2-7 5 0
DH2-8 0 0
DH2-9 5 0
DH2-10 4 0
DH2-11 0 0
DH2-12 0 0
DH15-1 7 7
DH15-2 8 7
DH15-3 5 7
DH15-4 5 0
DH15-5 7 7
DH15-6 5 7
DH15-7 6 7
DH15-8 7 7
DH15-9 7 7
DH15-10 0 7
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218 drawdown records from two different tests in our
transient inversions. Table 1 summarizes the number of data
extracted from each observation interval for tests 1 and 2.

6. Results of Analysis of Two Cross-Hole
Pumping Tests

6.1. Hydraulic Conductivity, Specific Storage
Tomograms, and Their Uncertainty Estimates

[36] Figure 4 shows the estimated K field in 3-D, which
reveals several high K zones that appear to be connective.
Here, we refer to well connected fracture sets imaged by
THT as the continuous high K region above a cutoff value
of 0.1 m/d (shown in red on Figure 4; see also Figure 11).
Results not presented here show that there is a moderate
negative correlation between K and Ss implying that regions
of high K/low Ss or high diffusivity could potentially also
delineate the connectivity of fractures at a given site.
[37] Examination of Figure 4 shows that one high K zone

extends from near the shallower pumping location (MIZ1–1)
toward borehole DH-15, which we refer to as high K zone
1 (HKZ1). There is also another high K zone that extends
from the deeper pumping location (MIZ1–2) to the bottom
of borehole MSB-3, which we refer to HKZ2. HKZ1 and
HKZ2 are connected at approximately 500 m below the top
of the tomogram. Figure 5 shows the corresponding esti-
mation variance of ln-K revealing that uncertainty in the K

estimate is generally lower in the region near the pumped
and observation intervals. Interestingly, the estimation var-
iance was also found to be lower within a portion of HKZ1,
however, we do not speculate on its correlation.
[38] Figure 6 shows the corresponding Ss distribution

revealing two regions of lower Ss generally corresponding
with the high K zones, while Figure 7 shows the
corresponding estimation variance of ln-Ss. Comparisons
of these K and Ss distributions and the local geology as well
as hydraulic behavior in observation intervals during the
two cross-hole tests show that these regions may be defining
a fracture/fault zone of the site.
[39] The K and Ss tomograms (Figures 4 and 6) at the

MIU site are likely smoother than the true heterogeneity
distribution. We attribute the smoothness of the tomograms
to the availability of two cross-hole tests and only a limited
number of monitoring points within the 0.36 km3 block of
fractured rock investigated here. In addition, the borehole
configuration [Menke, 1984] as well as other factors cited
by Day-Lewis et al. [2005] could have impacts on tomogram
resolution. We anticipate that a more accurate geometry of
fractures and fault zones will emerge as more cross-hole
pumping test data are conducted strategically and included
into the THT algorithm.
[40] A previously conducted synthetic study [Hao et al.,

2008] showed that hydraulic tomography can define frac-
ture zones and fracture connectivities on the basis of the

Figure 4. Three-dimensional K tomogram (m/d) obtained from the inversion of two cross-hole tests.
Pumped locations are indicated by solid white spheres, while observation intervals are indicated by solid
black squares.
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Figure 5. Three-dimensional distribution of the estimation variance of ln K resulting from the inversion
of two cross-hole tests. Pumped locations are indicated by solid white spheres, while observation
intervals are indicated by solid black squares.

Figure 6. Three-dimensional Ss tomogram (per m) obtained from the inversion of two cross-hole tests.
Pumped locations are indicated by solid white spheres, while observation intervals are indicated by solid
black squares.
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pattern of K estimates. On the other hand, the pattern of Ss
estimates does not reflect the synthetic fracture patterns as
clearly as that of K estimates. In addition, they showed that
estimated K and Ss values for the fracture become close to
the true ones and that fracture pattern and connectivity can
be vividly delineated if a larger number of observation
intervals are utilized and as more cross-hole tests are

conducted with pumping taking place at different locations.
Inclusion of additional cross-hole tests at the MIU site,
therefore, should reveal the pattern and properties of frac-
ture zones more vividly and reduce the uncertainties in our
estimates.
[41] Previously, Illman et al. [2008] found through the

inversion of laboratory sandbox data that the order of test

Figure 7. Three-dimensional distribution of the estimation variance of ln Ss resulting from the inversion
of two cross-hole tests. Pumped locations are indicated by solid white spheres, while observation
intervals are indicated by solid black squares.

Figure 8. Scatter plots of local (a) K and (b) Ss values from sequence 1 (test 1 and 2, in that order) to
sequence 2 (test 2 and 1, in that order).
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data included into the SSLE could have an impact on the
quality of K tomogram using the HT algorithm of Yeh and
Liu [2000]. In particular, these authors showed that includ-
ing the data with the highest signal-to-noise ratio first into
the HT code and including the data with the lowest signal-
to-noise later appeared to improve the results. The main
reason for this is because SSLE uses a weighted linear
combination of the differences between the estimated heads

and measured heads to improve the tomogram. Therefore,
an unrefined K distribution obtained in the beginning of
inversion process will generate larger differences between
the estimated and measured heads than a refined K distribu-
tion causing the inverse solution to become unstable as
additional data are included into SSLE. Therefore, including
the cleanest data with higher signal-noise ratio in the begin-
ning of the inversion process tends to improve the results.

Figure 9. Observed (small dots) and calibrated (curves) records of drawdown (m) versus time (days)
during cross-hole pumping test 1. Drawdown data input into the THT algorithm are indicated as open
squares.
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[42] In this study, theK and Ss tomograms (Figures 4 and 6)
were obtained by including selected data from test 1 and 2
into the SSLE, in that order. We also reversed the order of
test data input into the THT algorithm to examine the
robustness of the K and Ss tomograms. Figures 8a and 8b
show scatterplots of local K and Ss values, respectively,
from sequence 1 (test 1 and 2, in that order) to sequence
2 (test 2 and 1, in that order). Two criteria, the average
absolute error norm (L1) and the mean squared error norm
(L2) were used to quantitatively evaluate the goodness-of-fit
between the two sets of tomograms:

L1 ¼
1

n

Xn

i¼1

jci � ĉij ð1Þ

L2 ¼
1

n

Xn

i¼1

ci � ĉið Þ2 ð2Þ

where ci and ĉi represent the parameter (either K or Ss)
from sequence 1 and 2, respectively, i indicates the element
number, and n is the total number of elements. The smaller
the L1 and L2 norms are, the more consistent are the
estimates. These results show that reversing of the order of
data inclusion into the SSLE does not significantly impact
the quality of the K and Ss tomograms. The tomograms were
found to be not adversely impacted by reversing the order of
test data included into the THT algorithm because the
signal-to-noise ratio of each test was found to be on the
same order of magnitude and that there are only two
pumping tests available for the THT analysis.

7. Evaluation of K and SS Tomograms

[43] Here, we describe three independent approaches to
evaluate the soundness of the estimated fracture K and Ss
patterns on the basis of (1) the comparison of calibrated and
observed drawdown records including the prediction of
drawdown responses from intervals not used in the construc-
tion of the tomograms, (2) the comparison of tomograms to
known fault locations, and (3) the use of coseismic ground-
water level responses during several large earthquakes.

7.1. Comparison of Calibrated and Observed
Drawdown Records From Transient Hydraulic
Tomography: Tests 1 and 2

[44] Figure 9 compares observed (dots) and calibrated
(solid curves) records of drawdown versus time in 34 intervals
during cross-hole test 1. Drawdown data input into the THT
algorithm are also included in this plot as open squares.
Similar comparisons are provided in Figure 10 for test 2.
Drawdown records from intervals DH2–1 through DH2–12
during test 2 were not used in the inverse modeling effort
but are plotted in Figure 10 to show that the K and Ss
tomograms do a reasonably good job in predicting the
drawdown responses. Overall, most of the simulated
responses capture with reasonable fidelity the observed
drawdown behaviors in these intervals. Some of the matches
are very poor, some are of intermediate quality, and some
are good to excellent. This result is expected as the inability
of our inverse model to reproduce all drawdown records
stems in part from (1) the representation of a heterogeneous

rock through a coarse grid; (2) the conditional effective
estimates from the THT inverse model; (3) discrepancies
between the true and modeled initial and boundary con-
ditions; (4) the model disregarding borehole storage, skin,
and non-Darcy flow in fractures [Day-Lewis et al., 2000];
and (5) in part from extraneous signals such as Earth tides
and ambient groundwater flow that our inverse model does
not attempt to reproduce.

7.2. Use of Available Fault and Lineament Data

[45] We next evaluate the tomograms by comparing them
to available fault and lineament data collected at the MIU
site [Onoe et al., 2007]. This information was obtained
through surface mapping, lineament and seismic surveys.
Additional data utilized to map the faults include fracture
density and fault locations obtained along the boreholes and
in the main and ventilation shafts, which are currently under
construction.
[46] The evaluation procedure consists of questioning

whether the computed tomograms make any geological
sense or not. That is, do the high K zones on the tomograms
correspond with locations of faults and lineaments that have
been mapped independently? To answer this, we plot the
major fault zones one-by-one into the K tomograms
(Figures 11a, 11b, 11c, 11d, 11e, and 11f) to see any
correlation. We recognize that this comparison is qualitative
because available fault data do not provide us with infor-
mation on hydrogeologic properties. That is, some faults
may be conductive, while others may act as flow barriers.
Despite the qualitative nature of the analysis, any corre-
spondence between the tomograms and the fault zone data
should give us more confidence in our results.
[47] Figure 11a, 11b, 11c, 11d, 11e, and 11f shows 3-D

isosurfaces of K obtained from the same K tomogram
shown earlier (Figure 4). The red isosurface (K = 0.1 m/d)
is shown to highlight the high K zones, while the blue
isosurface (K = 0.005 m/d) is shown to highlight the low
K features. High K zones 1 and 2 (HKZ1 & HKZ2)
indicated in Figure 4 and the low K barrier (LKB) are
highlighted on various plots. The black dots comprising a
curved plane delineate faults and lineaments.
[48] In particular, Figure 11a shows that fault IF_SB3_15

passes the region under MIU and intersects the high K
zone 1 (HKZ1). It appears from examining Figures 11a
and Figure 11b that another fault L171 intersects fault
IF_SB3_15 and forms part of the HKZ1. Likewise,
Figure 11c reveals that fault IF_SB3_13_2_1 passes
through the high K zone 2 (HKZ2) which effectively
connects the lower pumped interval (MIZ1–2) to the deep
intervals of boreholes MSB-1. It is of interest to note that
the fault locations correspond with high K zones but the
latter are not planar. In addition, the local K values within
the faults may be spatially variable, thus ascribing a
constant K value for a given fault may not be justified
[e.g., Bear et al., 1993; NRC, 1996].
[49] We see from Figure 11d and results that we discuss

later that not all faults are conductive. Figures 11d and 11e
show fault IF_SB3_02 and IF_SB3_02_01 forming a low K
barrier (LKB) between boreholes DH-2 and MSB-1/3 as
well as borehole MIZ1. IF_SB3_02 is a larger and more
continuous fault while IF_SB3_02_01 is a smaller LKB.
Finally, Figure 11f shows another fault IF_SB0_03 inter-
secting the LKB.
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[50] Our examination of the fault and lineament data
revealed that there are also several other fault zones not
showing up on the tomograms which could be due to a
number of factors such as (1) THT did not detect some of
the fracture/fault zones because of a small number of
pumping tests and monitoring wells available for our
analysis; (2) that some of these suspected fracture zones
are filled with fault gouges, thus are not very conductive

and consequently do not appear as high K and low Ss
features on the tomograms; and (3) that the fracture/fault
zones do not extend far from the borehole.

7.3. Use of Coseismic Groundwater Pressure Changes

[51] We next utilize coseismic groundwater pressure
changes as a means to evaluate the tomograms. In particular,
the difference in pressure responses to the two cross-hole
pumping tests across the IF_SB3_02 fault zone (Figure 12;

Figure 10. Observed (small dots) and calibrated (curves) records of drawdown (m) versus time (days)
during cross-hole pumping test 2. Drawdown data input into the THT algorithm are indicated as open
squares.
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Figure 11. Three-dimensional isosurfaces obtained from the K tomogram (Figure 4) with available fault
and lineament data (black dots) included. The red isosurface (K = 0.1 m/d) is shown to highlight the high
K zones, while the blue isosurface (K = 0.005 m/d) is shown to highlight the low K features. (a) Fault
IF_SB3_15 intersects the high K zone 1 (HKZ1). (b) Fault L171 intersects fault IF_SB3_15 and forms part
of the HKZ1. (c) Fault IF_SB3_13_2_1 connects the lower portion of MIZ2 and the deeper intervals of
MSB1 and MSB3, forming high K zone 2 (HKZ2). (d) Fault IF_SB3_02 forms a low K barrier (LKB)
between DH2 and MSB1/3, MIZ1. (e) Fault IF_SB3_02_01 is a smaller fault which is part of the LKB that
exists between DH2 and MSB1/3, MIZ1. (f) A section of fault: IF_SB0_03 intersecting the LKB.
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see also Figures 11d and 11e) is also corroborated by the
coseismic response variations due to recent earthquakes
(Tokachi, Magnitude (M) = 8.0; Kii, M = 7.4; Sumatra-
Andaman, M = 9.2) that have occurred during the period of
2002–2005. For example, large and clear pressure
responses due to pumping are observed on the northeast
side of the IF_SB3_02 fault zone, such as in the deeper
intervals of MSB-1 and nearly all intervals in DH-15
(Figure 12). However, responses to pumping are not visible
in DH-2 observation intervals at the southwest side of the
fault zone. We also note that the shallow intervals of MSB-1
do not respond to pumping (Figure 12). This is because of
the suspected flow barrier between the Hongo formation
and the Toki Lignite–bearing unit of the Mizunami sedi-
mentary group (see Figure 1). On the other hand, the
coseismic response of water pressure was not observed at
observation intervals in boreholes MSB-1 and DH-15 on the
northeast side of the IF_SB3_02 fault zone, but was seen
clearly on the southwest side of the fault zone in DH-2
observation intervals. On the basis of all of this evidence,
groundwater flow appears to be compartmentalized by the
IF_SB3_02 fault zone and additional inferred low perme-
able faults from lineament surveys. Furthermore, a fault
zone which was thought initially to connect boreholes MIZ-1
and DH-2 targeted by cross-hole pumping test 2 did not
show a pressure response. Therefore, it is plausible that this
particular fault zone does not connect the two boreholes or

else the connection is so good that the K is very high
causing the drawdown response to dissipate quickly. How-
ever, when we consider the differences in coseismic ground-
water pressure changes and the differences in the pressure
responses across the IF_SB3_02 fault zone, the former
explanation appears to be more plausible at this time. These
findings are consistent with the results of the estimated
connectivity distribution by the THT.

8. Findings and Conclusions

[52] This study leads to the following major findings and
conclusions regarding the THT analysis of cross-hole pump-
ing tests 1 and 2 conducted at the Mizunami Underground
Research Laboratory (MIU) construction site:
[53] 1. It is possible to interpret cross-hole pumping tests

1 and 2 using the THT code developed by Zhu and Yeh
[2005]. In particular, the THT algorithm was able to image
continuous high K and low Ss zones, which represent fast
flow pathways and their connectivities. Here, we emphasize
that there were only two cross-hole pumping tests for
inversion purposes, but the computed K and Ss tomograms
clearly show two fast flow pathways or conductive fault
zones at the site. Clearer estimates of K and Ss as well as
their connectivities should be obtained (and their uncertain-
ties reduced) as additional cross-hole pumping tests are
strategically conducted at the MIU site and included in
the analysis.

Figure 12. Pressure responses in selected observation intervals due to cross-hole pumping tests 1 and 2
as well as coseismic responses during the Tokaichi, Kii, and Sumatra earthquakes at the MIU site (after
S. Takeuchi et al., submitted manuscript, 2008).
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[54] 2. We examined the robustness of the computed K and
Ss tomograms by reversing the order of test data included
into the THT algorithm. Results showed that tomograms
obtained by switching the order of tests included in the THT
algorithm were similar adding more confidence to the
estimates. Here, we found the impact of the order of test
data included into the THT algorithm appears to be small,
because we only used two cross-hole pumping tests for the
inversion and the quality of the drawdown records from the
two pumping tests were found to be similar.
[55] 3. We then evaluated the K and Ss tomograms by

examining the observed and calibrated records of water
levels versus time during tests 1 and 2. We found that most
calibrated responses captured with reasonable fidelity the
observed drawdown behaviors.
[56] 4. Twelve drawdown records from borehole DH2

during cross-hole test 2 were excluded from the THT
modeling effort to later use these data to evaluate the
computed K and Ss tomograms. Results show that the
predictions of drawdown records in those 12 observation
intervals were good to excellent providing additional con-
fidence in the validity of the computed K and Ss tomograms.
[57] 5. We also evaluated the K tomogram by comparing

it to available fault and lineament data. In general, we found
the major fault zones intersect the identified high K features.
We also found the existence of low K features that are
continuous which suggests that not all faults are conductive
[e.g., Bear et al., 1993; NRC, 1996]. These results suggest
that the computed tomograms are consistent with available
geological records providing us with further confidence in
the validity of our results.
[58] 6. Finally, we utilized coseismic groundwater pressure

changes as a means to evaluate the tomograms. In particular,
the difference in pressure responses to the two cross-hole
pumping tests across the NNW trending low K fault zone
(IF_SB3_02) is corroborated by the coseismic response
variations due to recent earthquakes that have occurred in
the vicinity of Japan. We find that the large pressure response
observed on the northeast side of the IF_SB3_02 fault zone
due to pumping is not visible on the southwest side of the
IF_SB3_02 fault zone. On the other hand, the coseismic
response of water pressure was not observed on the northeast
side of the IF_SB3_02 fault zone, but was seen clearly on the
southwest side of the fault zone. On the basis of all of this
evidence, groundwater flow appears to be compartmental-
ized by the IF_SB3_02 fault zone.
[59] 7. The results from the aforementioned approaches

of evaluating the K and Ss tomograms are encouraging in
that the tomograms are qualitatively consistent with other
data that are available to us. More rigorous and quantitative
means to evaluate the K and Ss tomograms are necessary.
For example, Illman et al. [2007, 2008] and Liu et al.
[2007] concluded that an appropriate validation approach is
to test the predictability of head/drawdown fields using the
estimated K and Ss fields under different flow scenarios.
Perhaps, tracer experiments and geophysical surveys may
be additional approaches that can substantiate the fracture
zones identified in this study.
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